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MONOPULSE PLASMAGRAPHY: NEW TRENDS  
IN BIOENERGETIC RESEARCH OF MAN. 

 
1. Registration of ethereal formation and anomalous emergences 

 
“Let’s begin from simple fact: man always realizes that he isn’t lonely. Stories 

about contacts with other form of life and higher sense outside of “real world” are 
thoroughly stored in legends of all nations of the Earth. It’s especially remarkable the 
statement that we are surrounded with ethereal formations, which can prove in material 
world by ways unknown to us”. / Jacques Vallee. Parallel world/ 

 
“Madmen don’t understand whole terrible danger, which they are exposed, when 

permit astral substances to penetrate in their aura!”  /Helena.I.Rerikh./ 
  
“The pupil: Perhaps it’s possible to take a photograph of elementals, as it’s 

possible to take a photograph of hot air over the stove? 
The sage: Anyway I don’t know such cases. But I don’t contend that it’s 

impossible”.  / Helena P. Blavatskaya/  
 
 
Now kirlian-photography finds an application in bio-energetic research of man. Majority of 

researchers traditionally use high-frequency generator and regime of multi-impulse excitation. As a 
result the derivable imprint  is a sum of pictures, as it were, put one on other, which, in it’s turn, 
appearances from influence of each impulse individually. That summary picture, as a whole, 
reflects state of bio-energetic system of human organism fully satisfactorily. However the picture of 
true initial state of bioenergetics of researched man, presence and dynamics of behavior of thin 
energetic emergences is destroyed and masked by plenty of exciting impulses, all that is drop out of 
researcher’s sight. 

Here it’s important at once to pay attention to one circumstance. Not only researched object is 
exposed by high-intensity field, but so and everything that is present here, in zone of active 
action of that field. And accordingly all that reacts to influence of electric field too. Therefore it is 
reasonable that after the first influencing impulse, energy-information situation of researched space 
is exchanged, and each following impulse makes additional changes. It follows that for reflection of 
bio-energetic situations with the least distortions, that is in state, which is maximum approached to 
initial state, it’s possible to consider application of regime of single impulse excitation as optimal 
regime. Moreover it’s necessary to emphasize that mono-impulse regime of kirlian-photography is 
sparest, and it is doubtless advantage of this regime. And we use the term “plasmagraphy”, because 
it represents essence of method fully and exactly.  

 
Long-term bio-energetic research of men with different psychic and parapsychic states (every 

possible healers, sensitives, channelers), which are realized in Kazakh State university and in 
different medicinal and sanitary institutions of Alma-Ata, have discovered a number of phenomenal 
energetic emergences. Its are enough different (1), but here we represent only brief review of just 
several from its.  

  1. Plasma structures. Name, of course, is conventional, because nature of its formation isn’t 
known for us. Actually we deal only with traces, which are reflected on photographic film and 
remained for us as a fact  of its (plasma structures) past presence.  

 



Sometimes a flight of single plasmoid is registered on the film (photo 1), in other cases we 
observe well-ordered groups (photo 2);  

 
sometimes its were enough big (photo 3). 

At sufficient enlargement, kernels of plasmoids are good visible, its are enveloped light 
covering of ionized gas.  

Primordial version about emergency of casual electrostatic discharges in control experiments 
has not been confirmed.  

2. There are reasons to suppose that in some cases these plasma structures emit from within, 
appear in the result of destruction of psycho-energetic matrix of subject and, in point of fact, are 
fragments of its collapse. It isn’t secret that such men frequently are on the verge of psychic 
disorder, some of them get in proper medicinal institutions as patients.  

Here is concrete example (photo 4). On the left photo – plasmagraph print of finger of 
channeler, which is in calm state; and on the right – in the moment of “coming in a contact”. We 
see destroy process of integrity of light corona and appearance of plasmoids.  



 
3. It’s very interesting: registration of thin-material, heterogenous formations (or substances), 

which can be observed near ends of fingers. On photograph film its are developed enough 
differently: in the view of formless alien circuits, some excrescent and bubbles and in other 
different forms (photo 5).  

 
Here, perhaps, it’s necessary to explain that plasmagraph of finger, which is located in the 

center of photography (photo 5b), belongs to women, which is long-term registered in mental 
dispensary. (Strangely enough, but that fact doesn’t prevent for her healing…) And we see that her 
energetics is tolerable depressed by presence of heterogenous formations. In the right part (photo 
5c) – plasmagraph of author’s finger, which was made after realization of experiments with that 
lady. Sudden appearance of heterogenous substations in aureole of light of his fingers is 
undoubtedly conditioned by its transfer during relations.   

It’s very remarkable that at repeated photography such emergencies aren’t observed as rule. In 
some cases, probably, its are instantly destroyed from influence of energy of electrical field of the 
first impulse, creating myriad of scattering plasmoids (photo 6), in other cases its simply disappear 
completely.  

 
These examples don’t limit difference of heterogenous structures. 
Now we can’t say that what it is or who hide behind this phenomenon, but in any case we can 

ask a question: what its want near fingers, exactly in these places where energetic channels 
originate and end? Maybe its are parasite on our energetics!?.. 

And here it’s very appropriate to recall how frequently and thoroughly healers and sensitives 
shake down their hands during the work with patient. Maybe these invisible parasites catch on their 
fingers? And if so, that it’s possible to conclude that many talks about “energetic vampirism” isn’t 
idle fantasy. 

4. Group of anomalous emergencies, which are distantly registered on field level. All of its 
have characteristic: at application of bilateral photography film, its are developed on underside and 



look like as original, sharply contoured  local spoiling. As rule, that phenomenon become apparent 
on background of depressed energetics of subject (photo 7). 

 
Here it’s necessary to emphasize two considerable moments.  
As photography film has some thickness, that is between fingers and emulsion coating on other 

side of film there is some distance, that is for all emergencies fixed on this low coating we can say 
as about distant registration. It is firstly. (We will tell in detail about distant plasmagraphy below). 

And, secondly, that is very important! – it is a question of registration of emergencies on field 
level. 

It’s possible to suppose that now there is real outlook of instrumental research of energy-
information influences and interactions including some negative emergencies, which are called by 
people as malefice or hoodoo, and which are still considered as not more than superstitiousness.  

Undoubtedly that that phenomenon, which becomes apparent on field level, is so conditioned 
by presence and influence of  some invisible, “phantom” substation (name is conditional, of 
course). 

By the way, there is thinking about that. Probably, many people have known such situation 
when sensitive says to patient that his, it means patient’s, “channels are stuffed”. Maybe it is a 
question of that “phantom” substation, which has field conditions? And if it’s so, that at once the 
second question arises: for what does it need this?..  

However, we have said supposition about heterogenous substances, which parasitize on human 
energetics.  

 
Idea about variety of life forms in the universe isn’t new. Occultists and spiritists of every time 

and nations have insisted that astral substances are present in ambient space. At the beginning of 
twentieth century Russian philosopher K.E. Tsiolkovskiy have said about live beings of plasma 
nature. Now academic V.P. Kaznacheev insists that non-biological, field forms of life are present in 
the nature. There are many examples of such suppositions. And here are photographs… So maybe, 
its have traces of  emergencies of these “different forms of life”?..  

Of course, now there are more doubts than unambiguity, it must be thoroughly researched and 
learned – it’s at hand to argue, to reject, to prove.  But now it’s clear: method of monopulse 
plasmagraphy gives uncial possibility to reach deeply in invisible world of thin, galloping energetic 
processes, literally to highlight many and different its “inhabitants” and traces of its emergencies, 
opens new passing in bio-energetic research of man.  

 
 



2. Registration of energetic flows of fingers of man’s hand 
 

«However if there is something in the world that is 
better, 

than to pass away in spirit of past centuries  
and to conclude  from their works 
that we are very ahead?»  /Goethe, «Faust»/ 

 
Old oriental philosophy has conception about uni-bearing motive force of the Universe. In old 

Chine culture it is Live energy chi, in old Indian philosophy  it is prana – first-born, vivifying 
breathing. On the West some researchers call it orgon (Wilhelm Reich). In both cases that universal 
fundamental Living energy or Living force, which exists as in macrocosmos, so in mircocosmos – 
in man. According to oriental opinion, harmonic current of energy in man’s organism and balanced 
its exchange with energy of ambient space are main reason of good health. Moreover in alternative 
medicine that Living energy is wildly used for treatment of different illness and is panacea in the 
hands of healers. It can be dread weapon, when it is concentrated in the hands of master of oriental 
martial art.   However everyone can’t see that Living force. Only selected men can: Indian yogis, 
Buddhist monks and sensitives, who have this miraculous talent.  All attempts of visualization of 
flows of this energy (prana) with the help of technical facilities, including the help of kirlian-
photography, do not give obvious results. And that fact is the argument for unbelief and negation 
for orthodox skeptics.  

We want to impart some results of our experimental researches, which were realized with the 
help of method of monopulse distant plasmagraphy, which gives possibility to fix on photography 
film emergency of these energetic flows.  

 
In practice of kirlian-photography, fingers of researched man are put directly to film as rule, 

and the method is contact. Glow discharge is arisen on finger-tips as a result of excitation by field 
of high intensity. This discharge is finished by surface discharge, which leaves imprint on the film 
in the view of light corona. Practice of many researches shows that light corona of fingers has 
enough full information about a state of bio-energetic system of man, that is the basis of bio-
energetic researches.  

Some researchers do not penetrate into the essence of physical processes and give name “aura” 
to light corona of surface discharge. Such interpretation is not fully correct. In esoterics (and here 
we deal namely with esoteric knowledge) aura is meant as “thin invisible emanation, which flows 
from men’s and animal’s bodies”, and the word “aura” means “breath of wind” (this is flow) in the 



translate from  Greek.  Today the term “energetic flows” is used for designation of these 
comprehensions.  

For registration of emergency of energetic flows, which issue from finger-tips, we use 
untraditional method with application of additional film, which is located in some distance from 
fingers.  

As a whole scheme is classical variant of traditional kirlian-photography and doesn’t need 
detail description (figure 1). Using of additional film is single but great difference (position 6). This 
film is located on some distance from finger, near active electrode. In such experiment it’s possible 
to register energetic emergencies in the view of local light on the second film. And here it’s 
necessary to emphasize that that light is developed enough originally: firstly, it is developed not 
always; secondly, it is developed not always on both sides of remote film; and thirdly, it can be 
developed not under each finger. There is example of such specific emergency at registration of 
four finger on photo 8. 



 
In the upper part of photo (photo 8a) there is photograph of surface discharge, which is made 

by traditional method of kirlian-photography. In the middle part and in the low part (photos 8b,c) – 
photographs of light, which are developed on the second remote film (distant plasmagraphy). In our 
experiments we use bilateral roentgen film, and so here is indications for remote film: b – for upper 
side and c – for low side.  

Probably, observed emergency of phenomenon is conditioned by light of ionized gas excited 
by field of high intensity, and specificity of outline is conditioned by structure organization of 
energetic flows, which issue form fingers. These lights are not always developed in the view of 
solid amorphous cloud. Frequently we observe miraculous pictures, which are, as it were, 
projections of different structure-organizing flows (photo 9). 

 
Presence of isolator between fingers and film gives us grounds to say about capacitive 

coupling, which helps for registration on field level. It follows that namely aura proves on field 
level as exchanged state of spare structure.  

Inconstancy of distant emergencies and visual its difference have put some idea to realize 
photography with the moving, to make temporary scanning and to follow behavior of phenomenon 
in dynamics. Experiments were realized with application of multi-impulse regime of excitation by 
groups of 8-16 impulses with recurrence rate 30 and 50 hertz. Effect “cinema” was created by 
replacement of finger on film or stretching of films. 

Below is example of plasmagraphic registration (contact and distant) of emergencies of 
energetic flows in one of such experiments (photo 10). Digits 1,2,3… indicate sequence of exciting 
impulse; g and h – is marking of fingers of right hand (forefinger and middle finger).  

We see that all pictures of light of surface discharge (traditional kirlian-photography) are 
practically identical (photo 10a). But projections, which were made by method of distant 



plasmagraphy, are different by pronounced structure difference and instability of its development 
(photos 10b,c). 

 
It seems that that primitive “kirlian cinema” shows us that dynamics of our feelings and 

emotions becomes apparent more keenly in our aura (in particular, in energetic flows of fingers) 
than in electric impedance of skin coverlet.  

 
Now we consider other experiment. Its basis is old opinion (also oriental) that human organism 

has ability to soak in it and to accumulate prana, that is Living energy. Just because centers of yoga 
and oriental health systems are always located in the place with clear air, sun and water. However 
western man has nothing against to be recharged by Living energy at any good opportunity, and he 
tries to carry out his vacation at seaside, in mountains or countryside.  

Thus from these considerations (and, of course, plus experience of previous researches) there is 
a question: if phenomenon light, which is registered by method of distant plasmagraphy, is original 
characteristic of saturation of an organism by Living energy? 

Complex experiment was specially realized for that response. Two control groups of men were 
observed within the bounds of this experiment. These groups were identical on line of work, but 
were located in different ecological conditions. The first groups contented personnel of city 



children polyclinic, which is located in city center between main market and bus station. Noise of 
city traffic and smock of exhaust gas are here permanently and in large quantities. Could say that 
region is ecological non-satisfactory. The second groups had personnel of children medicine-
health-improving center, which is located far from city in a forestland on the bank of purity 
mountain river.  

 Once more we note  that such place is more saturate by prana than city place according to 
oriental esoteric conceptions.  

145 men (71 and 74 on groups) have taken part in that complex experiment, at this on average 
40 men have taken part in each observation. Registration was realized simultaneously in two 
regimes: with using of methods of traditional kirlian-photography and distant plasmagraphy. 

Usual estimation of state of energy by integral density of light corona was used for statistical 
analyze of results, which were got by method of traditional kirlian diagnostics. Frequency of light 
development was taken as characteristic for regime of distant registration. That frequency is 
expressed by a ratio of number of developed projections of energetic flows to total quantity of 
photographed fingers of all participants. At that eight fingers of each participant  were 
photographed simultaneously (four fingers on each hand, from little finger to forefinger). 
Experience of our long-term researches shows that it is needed and sufficient minimum for general 
estimation of a state of bioenergetics. Naturally that stability of technical parameters was definitely 
maintained in all experiments.  

Contrary to our expectation, results of observation by the method of traditional kirlian-
photography haven’t discovered great difference in characteristics of energy state in both control 
groups. Undoubtedly it can be explained by phenomenal ability of men’s organism to adapt to 

different conditions.  
In return results of distant plasmagraphy 

were pleasantly surprising for us and justified 
our expectations.  

We do not show great volume of all table 
data here, and we consider finite complex 
characteristics, which were received after 
statistical treatment of materials of bio-energetic 
observations (Table 1).  

 
In the column “city” has complex bio-

energetic characteristics for the first control 
group, which was located in the city, and the 
column “country” has characteristics of the 
second control group, which was located outside 
of city. Data is shows as coefficients. First digits 
are characteristics of state of energetics, which 
were received by traditional method (its are 
connected by dotted line on the diagram of figure 
2), second digits are characteristics of distant light 
(its are connected by  solid line on the diagram). 

Two moments attract our attention in these 
complex characteristics. Firstly, we see that coefficient of distant light in the second group is 
essentially higher than in the first group; and secondly, that this characteristic is synchronically 
changed with exchanging of living activity of ambient nature, which is conditioned by change of 



seasons (spring, summer, autumn). Now it’s possible with bigger certainty to suggest that distant 
light is really original characteristic of “energetic saturation” of man’s organism and can become 
metrological basis for such research in the future.  

Finishing familiarization with the method of monopulse distant plasmagraphy, we emphasize 
one more time that old oriental systems of health pay main attention to work with energetic flows. 
So, for example, in old Tibet-Chinese system Shou-In flows of Living energy is redistributed in 
meridians by special methods of fingers crossing, which was polished by long-term practice. It 
gives treatment-health effect and helps to overtake of spiritual experience.   

Such methods are known in Indian yoga as hastas and mudras. In the beginning hastas and 
mudras were used in secret teachings of sanctified men: in yoga and in Aurveda. Lately in 
connection with penetration of the part of this knowledge in temporal society, it was actively used 
in daily life by many enlightened men. Its action is based on connection and disconnection of 
energetic channels, which are good known in acupuncture.  

For emphasizing of importance of hastas and mudras, and so force of its influence on general 
state of organism, it is sometimes called as “yoga for hand”. 

The word mudra is translated as a seal and means that movement or pose is realized at active 
participation of spiritual sense. It is suggested that mudra puts a seal on ritual as condition of 
sacrament. (2). 

Now we can see by means of its “seals”: how mach different energetic flows can be from 
different fingers of one hand (photo 11).  

 
We want to show this photograph, however as and other, to emphasize a depth of penetration 

of Old Orient sense in the most secrets of energetics of man, in innermost bosoms. And, of course, 
to demonstrate new possibilities of kirlian-photography, to attract attention on prospects of bio-
energetic and psycho-energetic researches with the help of method of monopulse distant 
plasmagraphy.  

 
 
 

3. Three experiments 
(For the question of energy-information influences and interactions) 

 
«Let’s be more daring. This theme puts many exciting and fundamental 

questions. If energy and information are connected between them, why we 
have only one physics, physics of energy? And where is physics of 
information? If it’s possible to use old theory of magic in this case?..»   
/Jacque Vallee. Parallel world / 



 
«Existing of mental disease of field nature, which is such as malefice and 

hoodoo, is disclaimed by neglect of energy-information, field reality ».    
/Stacenko A.N. New paradigm / 

 
From practice of bio-energetic research with using of kirlian-photography it’s known that any 

crippling of light corona of researched fingers says about problems of bio-energetic situation of this 
man. (Of course, this statement is rightful only at appointed, optimal parameters of equipment and 
at exactly regulated system of whole technical process). Mostly that crippling is enough stable and 
is connected with pathological process and/or morphological exchanging in organism. But it isn’t 
so always.  

A number of anomalous energetic emergencies was disclosed with the help of monopulse 
plasmagraphy. These emergencies include emergencies, which  are developed as typical specific 
depression of light corona, which is not conditioned by physiological disease directly. Above there 
is the example of such depression (photo 7), and there is suggestion about presence of some 
heterogenous “phantom” substation, field nature.  

A fact of registration of heterogenous presence, which interact with our energetics, says that it 
isn’t “cloudless” and “sterile cleanly” in ambient energy-information space. Moreover many 
experiments obviously and earnestly confirm negative influence on bio-energetic system of man. 
And it produces enough valid anxiety about ecology of energy-information space of man.  

In this chapter we attend phenomenon of such called “phantom” substation, whose presence is 
registered on field level.  

 
On photographs that phenomenon 

is developed very differently: from 
slight, minimum perceptible thin 
coating (photo 12a) to thicker “cloud” 
(photo 12b) and so in the view of 
“thick”, local formations, which emit 
own streamers (photos 12c,d). At this 
it’s important to note that its are 
registered on underside of used 
bilateral roentgen film. This fact 
attracts our attention, because it says 
about development of phenomenon on 
field level or, as is a convention to say 
now, on energy-information level.  

It was determined experimentally 
that in some cases cleaning of 
bioenergetics from heterogenous, 
“phantom” substation is realized 
quickly, sometimes at once after the 
first photography (from influence of 
electric field of exciting impulses), 

and light corona is settled into accordance with physiological state.  
Beside, probably, in connection with this circumstance, some users of multi-impulse regime 

recommend to use exposure time not less 0,2-0,4 seconds (3). However it is necessary to know and 
to remember that during this time bio-energetic situation can be fundamentally exchanged, it will 
be exchanged so many times as many exciting impulses. Really, we can see enough satisfactory 
and even good state of energetics on the photo, but at the same time we can not suspect that it was 



depressed by presence of heterogenous “energetic parasites” only moment ago. And it can be fairly 
often, but cleaning is realized so quickly and easy not always.  

In other cases for normalization of energetic situation it is necessary to realize special directed 
intensive bio-energetic rehabilitation.  

Let’s consider a concrete example. 
Young man, 20 yeas old, athletic constitution, without pernicious habits, actively and 

purposefully indulges in sport (body-building). A one word - an athlete. He has not a problem with 
health. So he has not any diagnose. So… only some suppositions. He has not addressed to doctors. 
And if it can not be seriously: a fear, a sleeplessness, an internal nervousness?.. 

And now let’s see plasmagraphic 
“picture” of his energetics (photo 13 a). 
Light corona is fully absent. It has 
confirmed validity of his nervousness. 
Really, there are reasons to suggest that his 
energetic channels are really blocked, fully 
“stuffed” by some invisible heterogenous 
substation.  

After the first procedure of bio-
energetic rehabilitation there weren’t any 
exchanges. After the second procedure, we 
can see, reaction of excitation of 
heterogenous substation in the view of 
specific light is developed in plasmagraphic 
control, this light is registered on underside 
of film (photo 13b). However here aren’t 
streamers of surface discharge, which are 
characteristic of opening of bio-energetic 
channels.  

After the third stimulation the first 
streamers of incipient corona appear (photo 
13c). 

Some more procedures – and 
rehabilitation is finished. Energetics is 
“started up” (photo 13d). 

Now we open small secret. This young 
man didn’t address to us enough himself. 
Initiative belonged to his grandmother. 
However, she has diagnosed him herself – 
her “grandmother’s diagnose”, which was 
short but concrete: malefice! What it is – 
everyone knows… except official science.  

As researched men said this 
heterogenous presence don’t stimulate 
some concrete sensation. Moreover, 
majority of them don’t feel great exchanges 
at once after bio-energetic rehabilitation. 
But later, as a rule, everyone notes 
increasing of a tonus, improvement of a 
sleep and general health. It is enough 
obviously that in such cases it’s better to be 
guided by data of equipment testing, but 



not personal, subjective estimations. However, this statement is validity for all estimations, when it 
is a question of man’s health.  

It is not secret for somebody that in our organism there are many processes, which remain 
outside of our sensations, example, such as digestion, heat regulation, hematosis… Hardly anybody 
can estimate blood characteristics (hemoglobin, erythrocytes or even its general  quantity) and 
estimate its exchanges in any side under personal, subjective sensations. These components of 
health are practically outside of our perception. Only it is pity that we remember and care for its 
only in critical moments, though we fully understand its importance for our health.  

As many researches show, for majority of people a work of bio-energetic system is so outside 
of sensitive perception and it is better to estimate its state with the help of methods of equipment 
testing.  

Our experimental observations with the help of monopulse plasmagraghy method show that 
defeat of energetics, which is conditioned by presence of heterogenous substation, belongs to men, 
which are sickly with many diseases. However nobody is assured, and above example demonstrates 
it obviously.  

 
Here is one more experiment, which determines an ability of that heterogenous, parasitizing 

substation to pass from one man 
(inductor) to other man (recipient). 
Naturally, the author had a role of 
recipient in this experiment.  

Before starting of experiment I 
realize control photography of my 
energetics (photo 14a).  

Then we, inductor and I, put in 
twos fingers on film, and at once I 
make the second control photography 
(photo 14b). Here it is good visibly that 
digits 1 and 3 indicate an imprints of 
inductor’s finger, and digits 2 and 4 – 
an imprints of recipient’s fingers. And 
then fingers remain on such short 
distance during tow minutes, after that I 
take a photograph of my fingers (photo 
14c). 

It isn’t difficult to note that light 
corona of my fingers (recipient’s) is 
cardinally exchanged in comparison 
with initial picture, and not to better 
side. We see that “phantom” substation 
“passed” into fingers of recipient, in 
this result energetics of experimenter 
cut a sad state.  

Experiment has obviously 
demonstrated lability and virulence of 
this “mysterious newcomer”. And sense 
of known proverb “you communicate 
with someone – and you take up from 
this one” is filled by enough concrete “energetic” content.  

Undoubtedly that it is not single way, on which we can meet such “surprises”. Various 
household goods can be a carrier of “infection” (information). Of course, it is from magic field, but 



it is not canceled till… In any cases we must not neglect and not ignore, but on the contrary we 
must continue experimental research in this direction also.  

On our observations today it is possible to mark out circle of people, who are original group of 
risk. They are “bio-energy therapeutists”, who have appeared no one knows from where, and 
various healers, gainful “masters” of reiki and other “energetic” directions… This “healers” don’t 
observe the special precautionary measures and they collect various psycho-energetic infection 
even they don’t want, know and sense it. And then they smear this infection over society as a mud. 
Author doesn’t trust to all their admonitions about “firing of black energy” and “deletion of 
negative information”. All that arouses bitter disappointment. Truly, a road in hell is paved by good 
intentions! 

Moreover specific psycho-emotional mood of many of them, which is conditioned by enough 
poor stock of unsystematic, superficial knowledge – such short “esoteric erudition” and very high 
level of self-appraisal – is original psycho-energetic “excitation”, which is bad for them, because it 
impairs their non-stable energetics.  

In this connection I would like to emphasize that now some authors consider a problem of 
purity of energy-information space more widely as the most actual problem of safety of man’s 
psychosphere (4). 

Here are some dominant moments: 
«Psychosphere of man – is inseparable unity of man’s psychics and ambient energy-

information space in their permanent interpenetration, interaction and development ». 
«Potential source of threats in the field of PPS (psychophysical safety) and SPS (safety of 

psychosphere) are: 
- physical persons, who have natural abilities of catatonic influence on other persons, and the unions 

of these persons; 
- religious and other esoteric and occult groups and organizations; 
- any programs for computers; 
- generators of physical fields and emanations; 
- natural complexes and anthropogenic zones; 
-any information-program and audio and videoproducts, which are demonstrated on channels of 

public use; 
- literature and mass media, including using methods of neuro-linguistic programming » (4). 

It is difficult to not agree with that, especially if there is experimental confirmation.  
In this connection I want to show one more example with some lines from my working diary. 

«…We have… we have inclination to all not-our, foreign, it is not eliminated fully -  pathological 
independence. 

We waited this meeting with impatience as a miracle. And here, in our university, where almost each 
week there are meeting, in the plan of scientific-cognitive seminars, with people, who are not simple 
interesting, but very non-ordinary. But in this time we wait meeting with right real Indian gooroo (Sanskrit – 
spiritual mentor, teacher). Because interesting to this meeting was special. Really, Teacher was a woman 
unexpectedly for me, and I thought that it is a few oddly. Though, on the other hand, and in our education 
system the majority of teachers, including very good teachers, are women.  And it is normal. So I was 
astonished wrongly. And nevertheless…  

…She entered – and a whole space was magically light up with her charming smile. Big expressive 
eyes, refined features… And what a reaction! Only you glance at her side – and her fine smile meets you 
already. Such woman’s beauty can be seen only in Indian cinema. And, of course, only in title role. But her 
role is far higher. She is gooroo! Really, she (let’s not call her name) has arrived in Alma-Ata as a wife of 
Indian businessmen. But in the same time she is gooroo – teacher of absolutely new trends – a “dynamic 
yoga”. Essentially, the name is not important…» 

I was astonished and guarded by that new methodic is oriented on the work with upper chakra 
from beginning omitting all downstream chakras.  And even omitting preparatory stage of 
purgation be means of hatha-yoga, which is usually obligatory in such systems. In my opinion, such 
hasty variant of “advancement” can not be a few useful, but on the contrary, it will be destructive 



for bio-energetic system, it will deform and destroy its integrity and harmonicity. And I was put in 
doubt… 

After finishing of seminar,  at 
familiarization with the laboratory, 
using good opportunity, we realized 
plasmagraphic testing of energy of our 
guest. Prognosis, as I have supposed, 
was fully confirmed. Her energetics 
was far from harmonicity, but on the 
contrary  it was very depressed and 
really needed a help (photo 15a). Of 
course, we have delicately explained 
these “small unbalance” and “some 
overloading” as exchange of climate, 
food and water, and for elevating of 
mood of our guest we have realized 
séance of bio-energetic rehabilitation 
(photo 15b). And though her 
energetics was appreciably corrected, 
one séance of bio-energetic 
rehabilitation was insufficient: traces 
and features of heterogenous presence 
remained nevertheless.  

 
And again (what many times) I have remembered really wise statement of Heinrich Heine: 

«Only beauty, which I know, is a health ». 
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